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Welcome
Willis Towers Watson and Hillbreak have brought together some of their clients
and colleagues to discuss one of the most critical issues, not just for business but
society at large: climate risk. Our collaboration with British Land, the Grantham
Institute, Hermes Investment Management, John Lewis Partnership, Land
Securities, Lend Lease, NatWest and Blackstock Consulting, pools insight from
some of the major players in the listed real estate, retail, debt and investment
spheres. The exclusive research produced by DealX, a data analytics company,
sets out for the first time the true challenge that lies ahead in greening the UK’s
commercial building stock.
Our report incudes expert opinion from each of the major corporations named
above and sets out some recommendations and signposts as policy makers and
industry groups look to navigate the road ahead.
We are extremely grateful to the report’s contributors and look forward to
continuing to debate these issues.
Paul Chetwynd-Talbot
Managing Director, Real Estate Practice
Willis Towers Watson

With thanks to this report’s contributors:
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Introduction 1

Foreword

1.1

By Melanie Leech,
Chief Executive,
British Property Federation
As discussion of the significance of climate risk resurfaces on
the global stage, we welcome Willis Towers Watson’s initiative
to provide our industry with a platform to assess real estate’s
contribution to both the problem and solution.
The international community’s statement of intent at the
2015 COP21 Conference in Paris, and subsequent deals to
unite governments and business represent a step change in
addressing climate risk – an issue that transcends borders and
requires a unified approach if we wish to give ourselves the
best chance of reversing the harmful effects of climate change.
Understanding building and real estate portfolio inefficiencies
is fundamental to the success of the sector. Major players in
the industry use the latest best practice to instil efficiency,
and work with government and local authorities to ensure
sustainability is a priority for the built environment, related
industries and the wider general public.
There is, of course, always more that can be done. Best
practice is not universal across the sector, and the science
and our ability to devise innovative solutions is constantly
evolving. We would like to encourage those who are at the
forefront of innovation to continue profiling their strategies
and case studies, not only to demonstrate the positive
impact on society and the environment, but on competitive
advantage and investment returns. It’s a true win/win –
good for business and good for the planet.
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Introduction:
The $35tr question

1.2

As Donald Trump’s presidency gets underway and Britain begins
its painful divorce from the EU, it would be all too easy for major
corporations to focus solely on navigating political volatility.
But a 2015 report from the University of Cambridge’s Institute of
Sustainability Leadership highlighted a risk that puts even the
biggest political developments of our generation in the shade.
In putting a price on how much value
global investment portfolios could
lose from short-term market shifts in
response to climate risks, the institute
has come up with a figure so high as
to be unreal. It calculated the potential
cost as 45% of the value of all global
investment portfolios or $35.4tn,
equivalent to the entire GDP of the
European Union.
Real estate is responsible for around
40% of all global emissions, which
means real estate investment
trusts (REITS), fund managers
and institutional investors have a
commercial imperative to act now.
Each takes a long-term view around the
assets they buy, manage and invest in.
The huge potential risk noted by
Cambridge is all encompassing. It
covers the consequences of losing
natural resources, hits to food supply
chains and penalties for breaching
climate legislation, such as the new
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Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards
(MEES), which stops investors
transacting poor performing buildings.
Above all though, it covers the most
tangible impact of climate risk: extreme
weather events and natural disasters
and the damage caused to buildings
and impact on footfall, which is itself a
key driver of income.
The Global Risk Institute estimates
half those losses are unhedgeable
without co-ordinated, system-wide
action on climate change. And with
the International Energy Association
projecting that almost two thirds of
global emissions reductions must come
from buildings, the message is clear:
it’s time for real estate to get real about
climate change.

From Kyoto to Paris to
Marrakesh
A comprehensive global deal on
climate change has long been the Holy

Grail. The Kyoto Protocol in the 1990s
was hamstrung by the withdrawal
of the United States under the Bush
administration. The public failure of
the 2009 COP15 climate change
conference in Copenhagen was a
stall. But 2015’s COP21 conference
in Paris finally saw a deal that united
governments and business around solid
commitments and strategies for limiting
global temperature increases to less
than 2 degrees.
The election of Trump last November
could have been a terminal body blow
to the Paris Agreement, in light of his
pledge to pull the United States out
of the deal and claims that climate
change is a hoax. But his election
galvanised nations and businesses to
take an even firmer stance on their
Paris commitments at the COP22
conference in Marrakesh. In the words
of the US special envoy on climate
change Dr Jonathan Pershing: “Heads
of state can and will change, but I am

confident we can and we will sustain a
durable international effort to counter
climate change”. In short, what was
achieved in Paris is, at least for now, seen
as bigger than any one single nation.
The reason for that is there is no
alternative. Unless we limit global
temperature growth to less than
2 degrees, we face unimaginable
pressure on the world’s food and water
supplies and an acute increase in the
frequency of extreme weather events.
Property owners in areas like Somerset
can bear testament to the misery of
the latter, having borne the brunt of
several severe winter floods in recent
years that were formerly once-in-ageneration events.
And while sustainability efforts have for
a long time suffered from an air of hair
shirts and eating greens as a business
approach, many are picking up on a key
lesson: cutting emissions and reducing
energy use isn’t only the right thing to
do for the planet, but can also generate
superb savings and productivity boosts
as well. Construction firms talk of
how the wellbeing benefits of green
buildings for workers have seen a
growth in demand from office occupiers
for sustainable features, while property

managers talk with some wonder at
how active management systems and
solar panels in cities such as Hull
not typically renowned for sunlight
have generated tens of thousands of
pounds in energy savings.

Small businesses pose the
biggest challenge
As our report highlights, many of
our most well known companies are
playing their part and taking action.
To some degree, it is far easier to do
this with the resources many FTSE100
companies have. The bigger challenge,
however, will be driving these kinds
of emissions reductions and savings
among smaller firms that aren’t
necessarily able to install advanced
building management systems as quickly.
Whether it occurs through legislation
or by greater support from lenders, the
contributors to our report have several
suggestions for how we can give the
needed leg-up to those who own the
many older buildings responsible for
the bulk of UK building emissions.
Plenty will consider these measures
too burdensome. But as the Grantham
Institute outlines, there is no alternative.

The price may be high, but it certainly
cannot be higher than the cost of living
on an increasingly uninhabitable planet.
After all, to take the words of one of
our contributors, it would be wrong
and all too easy to view climate change
in terms of risk. The goal is shifting
our mindset towards opportunity:
the opportunity for a cheaper, more
efficient low-carbon economy that
leads to a higher quality of living for all.
For long-term investors, there can be
no greater prize.

Real estate is
responsible for around
40% of all global
emissions, which means
real estate investment
trusts (REITS),
fund managers and
institutional investors
have a commercial
imperative to act now.
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Executive summary

45%
the proportion
that could be lost

from global
investment
portfolio values
due to climate
risk-related
market shifts

$35.4tn

the
estimated value of that
loss, equivalent to the

entire GDP of the
European Union

1.5bn

the

estimated potential
size of the disaster
insurance market in
low-income countries

25% 17%
UK emissions

from homes

115,442

the number of buildings

in England and
Wales with F or G
EPC ratings
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1.3

$100bn

the estimated ‘climate
resilience gap’ not

covered by disaster
insurance globally

60%

proportion of global

emissions
reductions that
must come
from buildings

UK emissions from

to limit average
global temperature
increases to less
than 2 degrees

17.5%

$50bn

non-domestic buildings

the
proportion of commercial
space in England and
Wales that has an

EPC rating of F or G,
and cannot be re-let
after April 2018

the average amount

lost annually by
insurers due to
weather events
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The scale of the climate
risk challenge
According to a 2015 report from the
University of Cambridge’s Institute of
Sustainability Leadership, 45% of the
value of global investment portfolios
could be lost as a result of short-term
market shifts in response to climate
risk. That would be a loss of $35.4tn,
equivalent to the entire GDP of the
European Union. The Global Risk
Institute estimates that half of these
losses would be unhedgeable without
system-wide action on climate change.

Co-ordinated action
between nations and global
corporations
System-wide action enacted by
nations, third sector groups and
multinational corporations is beginning
to take place. The Paris Agreement in
2015 marked a change from the Kyoto
Protocol in the 1990s and the failed
Copenhagen summit in 2009, as the
first comprehensive global deal on
climate change agreed by businesses
and nations.
According to Hermes Investment
Management the conference
constituted a “tobacco moment” for
many businesses. Just as there was
a watershed in the 1960s recognising
smoking’s harmful effects, after Paris
few businesses could deny the need
for urgent action on global warming.
The Marrakesh COP22 climate
conference in November 2016 saw
major new pledges. Major economies
such as Germany, Mexico and Canada
released extensive decarbonisation
roadmaps. 47 developing nations
committed to being 100% renewable
by 2050. In a move demonstrating
the commitment of many businesses
to the climate cause, over 300
multinationals including Kelloggs, Mars,
and JLL signed an open letter to the
incoming US president Donald Trump
demanding he adhere to the US’s

Paris commitments, in response to his
pledge to withdraw from the treaty.

The role of real estate
The International Energy Association
estimated in 2013 that almost two
thirds of global emissions reductions
must come from buildings to limit
global temperature increases to 2
degrees, the scientifically agreed limit
to stop catastrophic global warming.

Just as there was a
watershed in the 1960s
recognising smoking’s
harmful effects, after
Paris few businesses
could deny the need for
urgent action on global
warming.

Legislation introduced in Britain in 2015
set out the Minimum Energy Efficiency
Standards (MEES) preventing landlords
in England and Wales from transacting
commercial property with an Energy
Performance Certificate (EPC) below
a rating of E. It is significant because
it makes retrofitting older buildings a
financial imperative.
But according to research by DealX,
over 115,000 buildings in England and
Wales are still rated F or G – 17.5%
of all commercial buildings. Clearly
the regulations have a long way to go
before effecting the change required.

Accounting for climate risk on
balance sheets
In December 2016 ClimateWise, a
network of global insurers, estimated
the insurance industry faced a global
$100bn resilience gap in assets
uninsured or underinsured against
disasters. Action is being taken to
narrow this gap by increasing coverage
and heightening transparency around
the actual cost. The Solvency II
Directive forces EU insurers to set
aside enough capital to cover a
potential one-in-200 year loss.
New cost frameworks such as the
Natural Capital Protocol are making
it easier for firms to translate climate
risk to their balance sheets. The main
obstacle to widespread accounting
of climate risk is no longer valuation,
but persuading firms of the case for
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including it in budgets.
Separately, initiatives have been
launched to increase climate disaster
coverage in developing nations. For
example, the G7’s InsuResilience
project aims to cover 400m people
against climate catastrophes by 2020.
But with an estimated potential insurance
market of between 1.5bn and 3bn policies
in low-income countries, there is still a
substantial gap to be covered.

Engaging developers in
greening communities
Despite the abolition of the UK’s zero
carbon homes target, many developers
are providing energy efficient homes
without outside pressure. Greater
use is being made of carbon negative
building materials such as crosslaminated timber, and measures such
as cogeneration in combined heat and
power plants to deliver energy savings.
The private rented sector in
particular is leading the way on
green development, in part because
of its focus on operational income.
Office tenants are also increasingly
demanding greener buildings due to
their associated productivity, health
and wellbeing benefits for workers.
Motivating all housebuilders to make
green development the norm will
require support from the mortgage
industry, through green mortgages and
up-valuing greener homes. According
to Blackstock Consulting, developers
could be incentivised to deliver more
sustainable homes via the Community
Infrastructure Levy. Developers could
also be engaged through Section
106 requirements to provide green
benefits for locals, such as insulating
homes around new developments or
connecting them to heating systems
being developed for new schemes.

Operational change in
real estate
Technological leaps in recent years
have allowed property managers
and occupiers to drive considerable
emissions reductions through the use
of smart metering and extensive active
management. British Land reduced
their emissions by 40% across their
like-for-like portfolio in six years; the
John Lewis Partnership has reduced
their portfolio’s carbon intensity by 57%
since 2010.
Smaller companies often have
narrower profit margins and do not
have the capital to hand for expensive
retrofits and building management
systems. Driving similar emissions
reductions is therefore more of a
challenge. Measures like MEES provide
a lending imperative for a building’s
structural energy efficiency, but not
for improvements that drive ongoing
emissions reductions.
Land Securities are pioneering the use
of the Science Based Targets Initiative
(SBTI) in their sustainability strategy.
The SBTI provides a pathway for firms

to work towards, stating the energy and
carbon reductions needed from each
company to limit global temperature
increases to less than 2 degrees.

Driving further
emissions reductions
To draw on a lesson from Oxford
Properties, what gets measured gets
managed. As such one of this paper’s
main proposals is the industrywide adoption of Display Energy
Certificates (DECs), which monitor a
building’s energy usage.
Combining widespread adoption of
DECs with models such as the SBTI
in legislation would go some way
to resolving the current problem
of helping smaller firms match the
emissions reductions seen at bigger
firms. Just as MEES is providing a
lending case for retrofits to older
buildings, a combination of DECs with
SBTI roadmaps would provide smaller
firms with a lending case for building
management systems that are often
too expensive and cannot currently
be justified.

With an estimated potential
insurance market of between 1.5bn
and 3bn policies in low-income
countries, there is still a substantial
gap to be covered.
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The Climate Challenge 2

The climate challenge we face
– and what we need to do
Martin Siegert and Alyssa Gilbert,
Grantham Institute at Imperial
College London

2.1

So first off – what happens 50 years down the
line if we do nothing and allow global warming to
carry on?
MS: Average global temperatures would be four to six
degrees higher than they are today. What that would mean
is that sea levels would be well over a metre higher than
they are now. We would see extraordinary pressure on the
supply of water, as well as our ability to grow crops and
feed ourselves. The problem would be compounded by the
population growth we expect: 2.5bn, taking the total to 9.7bn
people by 2050.

The Grantham Institute for Climate Change and
the Environment is a body at Imperial College
London established to drive forward climate
and environmental research. The Institute
was founded with a specific goal to translate
research into real world impact, and credible
and effective UK and international action on
climate change.
Professor Martin Siegert, the Co-Director of the
Institute since 2014, is one of the world’s leading
experts in glaciology, having been awarded the
Martha T Muse Prize for excellence in Antarctic
science and policy in 2013.
Alyssa Gilbert, Head of Policy and Translation at
the Institute since 2015, is responsible for joining
the Institute’s research together with businesses
and policymakers.

We would also likely see more extreme weather events.
There’s been debate over how much global warming is to
blame for things like the extreme flooding we’ve seen in
recent years, but it’s down to simple physics: warmer air holds
more moisture. This generates more rainfall and everything
that entails. Sceptics often come out with the old line that
“we’ve always had the odd flood and snowy winters”, but the
point is that extreme events you would normally see once in
100 years start to become more common, once in 20 years.
The ones you would normally see once in 20 years may start
to happen once every few years.

In short, what do we need to do to stop
this scenario?
MS: It won’t be easy. We need to ‘decarbonise’ our economy
so that human activities are no longer emitting greenhouse
gases (often ‘carbon’ as a shorthand) including, but not
limited to, carbon dioxide and methane, which are responsible
for global warming. You could forget the scale of that task
when it’s put in so few words, but it’s going to be a profound
change. No net carbon emissions from our electricity system.
No net carbon emissions from manufacturing. No carbon
emissions from our agriculture. No carbon emissions from our
transport and supply chains. All of these would be challenging
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objectives anyway for our larger companies, but we will need
all of our smaller companies achieving them too.
Image 2.1 Avoiding climate change (Source: AVOID 2)
GIC3585_infographic_V9_PRINT.pdf
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will limit the severity of key impacts on people and society.
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The developing world may take a bit longer, but the
developed world will need to have done this by the middle
half of the century. A real challenge, but it’s possible. Just
think how much society has changed in the last 35 years and
you could have some idea.
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MS: This sounds bleak, but it does present real opportunities
too. The trick for investors is to identify these opportunities
and move their money to the kinds of start-ups and
innovators that can take advantage of the transition to a lowcarbon economy.

Image 2.2 Deployment feasibility (Source: AVOID 2)
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But climate change is going to have tangible impacts on
investments along the way. Water in particular will cause huge
problems for property values and business revenues. Plenty
are already aware of the risk of flooding after the experiences
of the last few years, but actually a lack of water may end up
being just as much of a problem.
Water companies are coming under a great deal of pressure.
Whenever there is a new house-building programme in an
area, they are duty-bound to supply water. Even if they don’t
have the water to do it, they aren’t allowed to say no! It
doesn’t take much imagination to see this coming to a head
at some point, but it’s a difficult issue that gets skimmed over.
Investors should definitely be pushing those considerations
onto the risk register for certain investments.
From an insurance perspective, the risk from increased
frequency of extreme weather events needs to be quantified
and translated across to balance sheets at some stage.
A lot of insurance companies have realised that traditional
ways of constructing risk models won’t be fit for purpose for
dealing with these climate issues, so researchers at Imperial,
with funding from Climate-KIC and support from 44 global
insurers, set up an initiative to change that: the Oasis Project.
It’s brought together researchers and insurers to develop
models and services assisting in the assessment of risk
from natural disasters, and provides information for planning
climate adaptation. From that they have developed an award-
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winning tool that uses multiple climate and environmental
models to calculate the property damage and financial
costs resulting from catastrophes. As a result, it will make
accurately calculating insurance for extreme weather events
much easier.

How can urban planning reduce risks
like flooding?
MS: Flood risk is being exacerbated as a lot of buildings
are being built in the wrong places – either knowingly in
flood plains, or in areas that were formerly used for flood
management such as the outskirts of cities.
The government wants to build more houses. Developers
want cheap land to build homes on. People want homes to
live in. And we’re in the situation currently where flood risk
is often dealt with after the fact, leaving insurers and the
government to pick up the bill.
A lot of local planners have a sensitive understanding of
these issues, for example knowing which streets have been
flooded repeatedly over the years. It’s really important that
developers consider how they can work together with the
planners to find ways to reduce climate risk in schemes
they build.

We’ve looked at ways of making that work. Researchers at
Imperial have devised the Blue Green Dream project, which
analyses how to design water systems and vegetation in
urban spaces so they improve both climate resilience and
quality of life. For example, planting trees so that each has a
small well for rainwater reduces flood risk and pollution, as
well as creating a water reserve which can add to an area’s
groundwater supply or evaporate on hot days to provide a
natural outdoor air conditioner.

How far should government be involved in
these things?
AG: Regarding flood risk, the government has a huge role
to play in defining what types of construction are allowed in
flood risk areas. The government’s Committee on Climate
Change (CCC) did a very detailed projection of future flood
risk in 2015 and released a climate change risk assessment
for the UK in July 2016. That now needs matching up with the
planning side of things.
But it’s not all about government edicts. Take the work of the
Blue Green Dream project, where low-carbon construction
and careful design makes properties and areas both climateresilient and nicer to live in, those properties will sell better
and encourage more innovation in turn. That’s a win-win
situation that doesn’t involve a government role.
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And thinking about the government’s role in
carbon efficiency and retrofitting – does it
need subsidies?
AG: Retrofitting is, clearly, tremendously important. One of
the best guides to the potential of retrofit came from the
CCC, who extensively analysed the cost-effectiveness and
energy-saving potential of various retrofitting measures
across the entire UK housing stock. All in all it estimated a
cumulative 50m tonnes of carbon emissions could be saved
annually if all the UK’s housing stock was brought up to
scratch – the equivalent of the entire emissions of the UK
agricultural sector.
It’s a big growth area and we’re seeing a lot of innovation
taking place. To take one example of something we’re doing
right here at Imperial, our students have started investigating
the power of chicken feathers as sustainable home insulation.
Farming produces 2,000 tonnes of feathers every week,
much of which goes to landfill. But blended feathers can
substitute for up to 30% of insulating foam and the material
still retains just as much heat.
This kind of novel material will be crucial, as loft and
cavity wall insulation offer some of the easiest retrofitting
opportunities for UK housing stock. About one in 10 homes
have easy to treat cavity walls, and around a fifth have
minimal loft insulation. If all were insulated it would save 2.5m
tonnes of carbon dioxide annually, which according the US
Environmental Protection Agency is roughly the same as
taking half a million cars off the road for a year.
Retrofits are generally very cost-effective over the longerterm so subsidies aren’t necessarily needed. However, they
are often necessary catalysts – starter grants and financing
to encourage people to make the upfront investment. The
recently scrapped Green Deal wasn’t especially successful at
doing that, but there are doubtless better ways of achieving
the same goals.

Was the government right to scrap subsidies for
renewable energy?
AG: We ought to be practical: when it comes to renewables,
it was important that the industries didn’t get complacent and
start to expect only subsidies. The main problem with the
government’s cutting of renewable subsidies wasn’t so much
the principle but that it was done suddenly, cold turkey. That
doesn’t help the industry to stand on its own two feet. Really,
a phasing out process would have been much better.
However, a bigger issue in terms of government policy was
the removal of the zero carbon homes requirement. That was
aspirational for the sector, and was galvanising a lot of people
to do exciting things. It didn’t make sense to get rid of it, as it
didn’t actually cost central government any money.

In terms of softer methods of engaging people
into how sustainable buildings are, do you think
there’s much use in displaying the real-time
energy performance of that building, or its
headline ratings?
AG: Having declaration of a building’s energy performance
has proven very useful in the past – for example, on public
sector buildings. Disclosure is the first step. Will it change
people’s behaviour? Well, that’s the Holy Grail, but changing
where your average layperson shops on the basis of energy
performance would probably be difficult.
What we do tend to find in so many areas of policymaking
though, is that as soon as companies do that work to
understand what their emissions are, they usually make
changes thereafter. Displaying building performance might
not change consumer behaviour – but what we could see is
a change in what the people who own or rent that building
choose to do with it.

The trick for investors is to identify the opportunities
and move their money to the kinds of start-ups and
innovators that can take advantage of the transition to
a low carbon economy.
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Where do investors go following
the Paris Agreement?
Tatiana Bosteels, Head of
Responsible Property Investment at
Hermes Investment Management

3.1

Nearly two-thirds of global emission reductions will have to come
from buildings to meet targets agreed in Paris. Fortunately, real
estate represents one of the most cost-effective opportunities
for us to tackle climate change, says Tatiana Bosteels of Hermes
Investment Management.
Real estate as a living,
breathing asset class
The question of how we account for
carbon risks and drive this into the
management of real estate is central
to global efforts tackling climate
change. Luckily, real estate is very
well placed to adapt to the demands
of managing risk. As one of the few
sectors where an investor can directly
influence the asset’s performance, real
estate offers some of the most costeffective opportunities for reducing
global emissions.
It is a living, breathing asset class.
Active asset management and careful
portfolio management allows investors
to deliver investment performance
and outperform benchmarks. Just
as we understand and work with the
IPD indexes to transparently measure
investment performance, we need to
challenge benchmarks to also reflect
and apply similar scrutiny to the
positive impacts of sustainable real
estate investments.

Post-Paris optimism
There is little doubt that the Paris
Agreement in December 2015 brought
transformational optimism to the fight
against climate change. Previously,
the Kyoto Protocol, adopted in 1997,
had been defining. Yet it was largely
ineffectual in effecting real lasting
change, not least because of the
USA’s refusal to ratify it.
The Paris Agreement on the other
hand, received far broader support
from countries, civil society and
businesses. In many respects, it has
triggered a “tobacco moment” both for
the property industry and the global
economy alike. Just as the weight of
evidence linking smoking to cancer
became over-bearing by 1965 (when
TV advertising was banned in Britain),
now nobody can deny the need to take
firm action against climate change.
Previously, under the UN climate
convention, energy and emissions
targets were negotiated first through

a top down approach, leaving
national approval last. Under the
Paris Agreement the approach was
rightly turned on its head. Individual
governments have set their own action
plans prior to the negotiations, and
set them forward as part of the Paris
agreement. They are now responsible
for implementing them (although it
must be noted that failure to comply
isn’t enforceable by international law).

Investors leading from the front
These new targets, aiming to limit a
global average temperature increase
to well below 2 degrees, are more
ambitious than anything previously
demanded. Action many institutional
investors have taken over recent years
played a constructive role in affecting
this change. Many recognised the
long-term risk highlighted by scientist
and financial experts, seeing the need
to take action as their fiduciary duty
to their pensioners and insurance
holders.
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Interestingly, since Paris a number of
pension funds and banks – such as
APG, Caisse des Depots, CALPERS,
and ABN AMRO – have gone public
with climate risk mitigation strategies.
It adds clout to the work done by the
Portfolio Decarbonisation Coalition
in sharing best practice. The letter
sent to the G20 in the autumn of
2016, by investors representing more
than $13tn in AUM, may well have
influenced the ratification process and
speed. The ratification of the Paris
Agreement, finalised on the
4th November 2016, was the fastest
in the history of UN treaties. The letter
called for a speedy ratification and for
governments to start making the policy
changes required to enable scaling up
private investments in the low carbon
economy. This is putting peer pressure
onto other investors to act.

The opportunity for real estate
Taking a unified approach across
borders and between investors and
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asset managers is essential for two
reasons. Firstly, the built environment
can be funded, developed, managed
and occupied by a multitude of parties.
A building in London may be funded
by Asian investors, developed by a
UK-based company, managed by a
Dutch operator and occupied by an
American tenant. Responsibility has to
be shared, but investors can lead by
example. Secondly, buildings account
for about 40% of energy consumption
and 30% of greenhouse gas emissions
globally; 40% and 37% respectively in
the UK.

a task as it sounds. In 2013, the IEA
also estimated over 80% of energy
efficiency measures that could be
achieved in buildings have not yet
been implemented.

How we have risen to the
challenge

As an asset class that directly or indirectly
connects all other kinds of investors, real
estate can lead by example.

Legislation covering new buildings
is by and large sufficient to deliver
change in the new building stock. If
and when effectively implemented, the
EU’s Energy Performance of Buildings
Directive could soon deliver near
zero-energy new buildings as the norm
in Europe in the future. The biggest
challenge comes in adapting existing
building stock.

One of the headline targets from Paris
was to not exceed a 2 degree global
average temperature increase. To
meet this, the International Energy
Association (IEA) estimates that 60%
of emission reductions have to come
from buildings. This is not as daunting

As the IEA’s 80% figure implies, there
is plenty of low-hanging fruit to be
harvested. We have seen first-hand
how converting to LED lighting and
installing movement sensors can
provide businesses with energy
savings of up to 80%.

The Finance Challenge 3

There are other actions beyond
obvious efficiency upgrades that pay
off as well. By collaborating closely
with our tenants, we’ve employed
active management practices – such
as fine-tuning the hours of energy use
to tenants’ needs – to drive real change.
As a result of measures like these, we
have been able to reduce emissions
by an average 7% each year on our
like-for-like portfolio since 2006.
We have set ourselves a target to
achieve a 40% reduction in our
standing portfolio’s absolute and
relative emissions by 2020 compared
with 2006. Over the year it has
paid off financially too. The Hermes
Investment Management portfolio
recorded a saving of £260,000 in 2015
on energy costs following efficiency
measures, and averted £830,000
in landfill tax thanks to our waste
management measures. We have also
seen value add when selling assets,
with assets refurbished to sustainable
standards matching market demand
in selected locations. Importantly our
approach also supports our long-term
relationship with our clients, securing
additional investment vehicles.
The challenge of making a difference
on older buildings is something we are
also currently tackling at NOMA, in
the heart of Manchester. The 20-acre
neighbourhood opposite Manchester
Victoria includes a wealth of unique
heritage buildings. We are employing
light touch refurbishment techniques
to preserve the heritage elements
of the Edwardian buildings while
improving their heat retention as a
priority. We are also futureproofing
by installing heat network trenches
under the site to enable a connection
to a planned city-wide heat network in
years to come, as well as developing
a highly connected neighbourhood to
promote access and communication.
Given that NOMA stands on the site

of the industrial revolution (where the
world’s first steam-powered textile mill
was created), we are delighted to be
able to blend old and new.

Engaging the masses
Following Paris, and with technology
making it increasingly easy to measure
and benchmark performance, there is
far greater recognition of the financial
return offered by enhancing resilience
to climate change. The sector is
increasingly aware of the regulatory
requirements placed on it, but the
bigger challenge still lies in ensuring
the measures investors take to adjust
to those requirements have a positive
impact on emission reductions.
Real estate is a very heterogeneous
sector: there are a small number of
large investors who can more easily
adjust thanks to economies of scale.
But the bulk of the sector is composed
of small companies or individuals who
own real estate and will find it far
tougher to integrate these measures
into the way they work.

Yet from an investor’s perspective, it
would be wrong and all too easy to
view climate change solely in terms
of risk. The goal is shifting our mindset towards the opportunities for a
more efficient and cheaper low-carbon
economy. We have the ability to
improve the quality of life across urban
environments by fostering cleaner air
and more efficient systems. Ultimately,
as custodians of other people’s
money, delivering upon our fiduciary
duty to our beneficiaries is paramount
and there is no better way to do that
than by ensuring the long-term future
of our planet.

The letter sent to the
G20 in the autumn
of 2016, by investors
representing more than
$13tn in AUM, may well
have influenced the
ratification process
and speed.

Planning green measures into the
investment lifecycle of their assets will
make it easier. Put simply, this means
that when a property is re-let, sold
or upgraded, the onus should be on
the owner to carry out improvements.
While in occupation the onus should
be on the occupier to actively manage
the asset. Regulation is the only real
way to make this happen. It will have
to be the main route taken to bringing
small investors and individuals in line.
MEES have caught the imagination
of larger financiers in incorporating
sustainability considerations into their
decision-making purely because the
rules are black and white. We foresee
that smaller investors will follow suit,
even if the costs of complying will be
proportionally higher relative to their size.
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The Paris Agreement

What was agreed in Paris?

A set goal to limit the global average

temperature increase to “well below” 2 degrees
Celsius more than the pre-industrial average,
while “endeavouring to limit” the increase to less
than 1.5 degrees Celsius

Pledged emission goals from the Agreement
are projected to see an increase of 2.7 degrees
Celsius; the “business as usual” scenario would
see an increase of 4 degrees or more

Binding commitments from all countries to
“Nationally Determined Contributions” (goals
for countries, such as targets for emission
reductions, renewable energy investment, or
adaptive measures)

The EU’s target is a 40% reduction in emissions
compared with 1990 levels by 2030. The United
Kingdom committed to a 57% reduction by
2030 in the Fifth Carbon Budget, which the
government signed off shortly after the EU
referendum.

An obligation for all countries to submit new
NDCs for international review every five years
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3.2
from 2018, in a “ratchet and review” process,
with each subsequent revised NDC seeing a
progression from the one before

A goal of net zero global emissions by the
second half of the 21st century

A funding pledge of $100bn a year by 2020
from public, private and alternative sources to
developing nations, to support adaptation efforts

Explicit recognition of carbon pricing as a tool to
achieve the goals of the Agreement

The treaty will come into force
from 2020
There has been controversy around the treaty’s aim
to limit the global temperature rise to 1.5 degrees.
The 1.5 degree target was crucial to securing the
support of some of the least well-off nations and
island states, many of which are acutely threatened
by sea level rises. However, research published
in the Scientific Reports Journal has suggested
that the 1.5-degree target will almost certainly be
broken on land due to the amount of warming gases
already in the atmosphere.

Are current stress testing
standards for climate risk fit
for purpose?
Jonathon Gascoigne, Senior
Risk Adviser, Capital, Science
and Policy Practice at Willis
Towers Watson

3.3

It is increasingly possible to translate climate risk across to a
firm’s bottom line: the challenge will be winning the hearts and
minds of firms to do so, says Jonathon Gascoigne, Senior Risk
Adviser at Willis Towers Watson.
How does stress testing currently manage
climate risk?
Physical risk to assets is already a bread and butter concern
for insurers. Climate change amplifies the uncertainty and
volatility of that physical risk with changes in the frequency
and severity distributions of both hazard and loss to insured
portfolios. Over the last 30 years, a valuable test-bed for
quantifying that added uncertainty and volatility has been
developed through catastrophe modelling research and
products developed across the industry.
However, from an investment perspective, carbon risk and
the transition risks in moving to a low-carbon economy have
not yet been well tested. But this is a topic that is receiving
increasing attention, particularly in the wake of the Paris
Agreement on climate change in December 2015.
The Solvency II Directive, introduced by the EU at the start
of 2016, codifies and harmonises EU insurance regulation
and primarily concerns the amount of capital EU insurance
companies must hold to reduce the risk of insolvency.

It provides a Europe-wide regulatory framework that aims
to determine and manage the risk of ruin in the insurance
industry and also covers susceptibility to climate risk. It
achieves this via three routes.
The first is through mandating that firms model how much
capital they will need to cover their potential liabilities in the
event of a ‘one in 200’ year return period annual aggregate loss.
The second component mandates scenario and stresstesting as part of Own Risk and Solvency Assessments
(ORSA). ORSAs are a set of processes for decision-making
and strategic analysis to manage and assess future risk.
The third component mandates disclosure and transparency
from insurers on risks they face, how they manage those risks
and their capital adequacy. The aim is that market forces will
provide greater discipline for the insurance industry.
The catastrophe models these stress testing exercises are
based upon work by relying on historical data from the last
50 years to develop probabilistic event sets. These sets
extend the historical data through randomly sampling the
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recorded frequencies and intensities of hazard activity while
maintaining their overall distribution, so generating thousands
of years of simulated events. As such, climate change trends
are implicitly built into these models, as the historical data
contains the changes experienced over the past 50 years.

potential liabilities. The Insurance Development Forum (IDF)
– a public-private partnership that consists of insurance
and reinsurance industry executives, leaders of the UN and
the World Bank Group – has been set up to help narrow the
resilience gap, particularly in the developing world.

The impact of climate change is seeing increased quantitative
study, with the likes of Lloyd’s publishing reports on innovative
research. Organisations such as the Willis Research Network
are conducting applied research into the financial impact
of climate change, and we will likely start to see the results
of these initiatives finding their way into ad hoc and ORSA
stress testing of climate risk, as has happened in the past
with the introduction of secondary uncertainty around
vulnerability in catastrophe modelling, which became industry
standard over time off the back of academic research.

The IDF is working to focus attention on the links
between re/insurance and societal resilience, in terms of
risk transfer mechanisms providing both timely resources
available to governments in the wake of climate-related
catastrophes, as well as the opportunity to ‘build back
better’ for vulnerable communities, in order to reduce the
potential damage of future adverse events.

The insurance industry faced a global climate
resilience gap of $75bn in 2014. Has the industry
caught up since then?
The difference between total economic losses and those
covered by catastrophe insurance has increased over the
last 30 years, in part due to improving economic growth in
low-income and emerging economies, which has increased

“from an investment
perspective, carbon risk
and the transition risks in
moving to a low-carbon
economy have not yet
been well tested”

There is still a long way to go in order to narrow this climate
resilience gap: the potential market for insurance in lowincome economies is estimated to be between 1.5bn and
3bn policies. Additionally, developed economies contribute
to the gap – for example, the insurance gap for the UK floods
in 2015 was estimated to be approximately £1bn. Recent
earthquakes in Italy also highlight the issue of low insurance
take-up rates.
There are several initiatives being taken both within the
industry and bodies such as the IDF to narrow this gap.
The A2R Framework, a scheme working with eight Lloyd’s
of London syndicates, has committed $400m towards
addressing natural catastrophe risks in developing
economies. The IDF has outlined a Technical Assistance
Facility scheme, which will support increased insurance
penetration in emerging economies, potentially through the
use of insurance-linked securities. And additionally, the G7
has launched “InsuResilience”, a target to cover 400m of the
most vulnerable people in developing countries with direct or
indirect insurance coverage against the impacts of climate
catastrophes by 2020.

How can climate risk be translated across to the
bottom line for firms?
There are two standout proposals. The first is the ‘one-in-100’
year stress test proposal from the UN, which provides a
metric of the maximum probable annual financial loss that a
firm could expect once in a hundred years – equivalent to a
1% probability in any given year.
The other proposal is the Natural Capital Protocol, which
provides a potentially valuable framework for operationalising
climate risk for business managers by valuing the natural
capital held by a firm or which poses a risk to a firm’s
operations. The Natural Capital Protocol effectively measures
the previously unpriced economic externality of degradation
to soils, air, water and living organisms, so allowing its
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management. The climatic stability of the current geological
period, the Holocene epoch, can be seen as another such
externality. To illustrate the potential impact of these risks,
the Natural Capital Coalition estimated in 2013 that half of
all existing corporate profits would be at risk if the costs
associated with natural capital were internalised by market
mechanisms, regulation or taxation.
The success of these proposals will depend upon ready
acceptance by finance and procurement departments, which
for obvious reasons tend to be commercially focused in
their outlooks. This will clearly be a challenge. Additionally,
organisations will need new specialist skills in-house and
inter-departmental collaboration on asset valuation when it
comes to assessing natural capital and 1-in-100 year stress
testing. It is increasingly possible to translate climate risk
across to a firm’s bottom line: the challenge will be winning
the hearts and minds of firms to do so.

What role can regulation play in doing this?
A recent report by the European Systemic Risk Board, a
financial oversight body that is part of the European Central
Bank, outlined how future regulation could cover stress
testing of the carbon asset risk of the pension sector. The
report examined the potential risk of a late low-carbon
transition, which would be subject to higher systemic risk due
to the sudden decline in the value of carbon-intensive assets
and the impact of a rapid shift in energy usage. Therefore,
enhanced disclosure of the carbon intensity of non-financial
firms would make it easier to quantify these potential impacts.

clarified to make it explicit that climate risks that materially
impact the value of investments must be taken into
account by institutional investors.
All regulation poses questions over how much opportunity
cost results from its enforcement; some benefits may
accrue, however. Solvency II, for example, has been a
game-changer for the insurance industry. Now there is a
coherent and consistent approach to calculating Solvency
Capital Requirements, which has significantly improved
understanding of risk quantification by forcing open the
modelling black box with an increasing array of stress
testing techniques. For all else, regulation can be a powerful
external motivator for rapid behavioural change.

“It is increasingly possible
to translate climate risk
across to a firm’s bottom
line: the challenge will be
winning the hearts and
minds of firms to do so.”

Another recent proposal came from the think tank IPPR,
which outlined two suggestions for how regulation could
reduce climate risk. The first was mandating disclosure
of climate risk, along with regular climate-related stress
testing of listed companies and financial institutions on the
lines of the one-in-100 year model. The second proposal
was that the laws governing fiduciary duty should be
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Taking account of risks: a
lending perspective
Jessica Pilz, Property
Environmental Manager for
Commercial Real Estate Credit
at NatWest

3.4

Lenders have a different perspective on climate risk to occupiers:
they have to keep an eye on the risks that impact on an asset’s
future cash flows, says Jessica Pilz of NatWest.
When compared to the equity side of real estate,
the lending sector has in the past often been accused
of being behind the curve on sustainability. It wasn’t a
groundless accusation – though, in fairness, sustainability
has been one of a multitude of aspects lenders have had
to consider. Having to compete for attention against money
laundering, competition law, anti-bribery and corruption for
example, has arguably hindered the sustainability agenda.
Adding an additional externality to the mix – particularly
after the financial crisis – was always going to be a
challenge for lenders.
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However, the situation has changed substantially over
the last year. The Paris Agreement marked an important
step for lenders, particularly those who signed the
European Financial Services Roundtable statement on
climate change. Signatories committed to focusing more
on understanding, managing and reducing carbon asset
risks, and supporting customers with financing for lowcarbon solutions. As a signatory to the statement, we have
recognised that we have a vital role to play in helping to
address the issue of climate change, both through the
services we provide and the way we run our bank.

The Finance Challenge 3

At NatWest, we’ve gone about meeting the commitments
we signed up to in several ways. While our total exposure
to the energy sector (comprising the oil & gas and power
sectors) has decreased by 75% since 2010, we lent more
than £1bn to sustainable energy projects in 2015, making
us the largest lender to the UK renewables sector. During
2015, lending to renewable energy projects made up over
90% (up from 67% in 2014) of our structured financing.
But a key element of the Roundtable statement
was the commitment to supporting customers with
decarbonisation. One of the big questions in sustainability
is how we collectively help smaller investors and
businesses reach the energy efficiency standards that
many larger businesses have easily achieved. The stick
approach of making higher standards compulsory can
only set the bar so high without causing difficulties for
companies with narrower profit margins; while the carrot
approach of government funding to help reach those
higher standards, through initiatives such as the Green
Deal, has not seen widespread take-up.
But beyond the big picture work in Paris, lenders’ interest
in sustainability has also been heightened by the UK’s
evolved and strengthened regulatory framework. The
introduction of MEES in 2015 has huge ramifications for
the future rental potential of many buildings.
From 2018 it will be unlawful to grant a new lease for a
building with an Energy Performance Certificate (EPC)
rating below E. From 2020 landlords won’t be permitted to
continue to let residential properties rated below E; from
2023 the same will apply to commercial property. With
sharp cuts in building emissions necessary to make the
2 degree target from Paris a reality, a ratcheting of the
minimum required ratings in the future isn’t unimaginable.

As a stark threat to the future cash flows and market
values of a property, lenders will almost certainly be
looking at what measures they can implement to manage
these risks.
Another big factor in the lending sector’s step change has
been the importance of sustainability issues to customers.
Lenders are under increasing pressure to understand the
implications of these risks and opportunities in order to
engage with and support their customers.
As a result of this, we’re likely to see more focus on the different
risks lenders have to take account of compared with occupiers.
Lenders will always have a slightly different perspective of risks
compared with occupiers: it’s a natural function of the level of
influence they have in managing a property.
An occupier will often be more concerned about resource
efficiency, productivity and wellbeing. Lenders will place
greater focus on those risks that have direct impact on
a property’s future cash flow and market value. There will,
of course, be overlap. The implications of MEES and EPC
ratings are starting to dawn on more occupiers, for example. In
addition, the spectre of Britain’s seemingly annual winter floods
has sharpened minds on avoiding properties in high flood risk
zones that do not have flood defences.
The lending community is now more aware of the need
to understand these issues in more detail. Hopefully, the
future is integrated: the end goal is that sustainability
issues are considered integral to the way lending
applications are assessed.
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National
Rank
F+G%

Local
Authority

Region

Total
properties

Percentage
of properties
rated F+G

Properties
F+G

1

Kensington and
Chelsea

London

3,445

33.1%

1,140

2

12,417

26.3%

3,265

2,217

25.9%

575

4

Westminster
London
Bath and North East South West
Somerset
Cotswold
South West

1,282

25.3%

324

5

Camden

London

5,680

24.2%

1,377

6

Tunbridge Wells

South East

1,679

23.9%

402

7

Shropshire

West Midlands

4,115

23.8%

978

8

Warwick

West Midlands

2,157

23.5%

507

9

High Peak

East Midlands

976

23.4%

228

10

Wyre Forest

West Midlands

1,181

23.0%

272

Regional
Rank
F+G%

Local
Authority

National
rank F+G

Total
properties

Percentage
of properties
rated F+G

Properties
F+G

1

Tendring

12

1,303

22.4%

292

2

Norwich
North
Hertfordshire
Epping Forest
King’s Lynn and
West Norfolk
Southend-on-Sea

27

2,480

21.2%

526

28

1,627

21.2%

345

49

1,267

20.0%

254

54

1,527

19.8%

303

60

1,960

19.6%

384

3

East

3
4
5
6

East Midlands

7

South Norfolk

62

984

19.5%

192

8

Maldon

70

555

19.3%

107

9

Waveney

73

1,415

19.2%

271

10

North Norfolk

74

1,098

19.1%

210

Regional
Rank
F&G%

Local
Authority

National
rank F+G

Total
properties

Percentage
of properties
rated F+G

Properties
F+G

1

High Peak

9

363,359

23.4%

228

2

Leicester

14

3,511,340

22.0%

914

3

Derbyshire Dales

18

294,547

21.7%

187

4

Rutland

35

230,382

20.6%

97

5

Northampton

52

3,475,303

19.9%

528

6

Melton

76

390,161

19.1%

112

7

Bolsover

83

843,301

19.0%

154

8

Bassetlaw
North East
Derbyshire

90

989,454

18.8%

256

9

100

433,868

18.7%

126

10

Nottingham

101

3,696,137

18.7%

844
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London

Regional
Rank
F+G%

Local
Authority

National
rank F+G

Total
properties

Percentage
of properties
rated F+G

Properties
F+G

1

Kensington and
Chelsea

1

3,445

33.1%

1,140

2

Westminster

2

12,417

26.3%

3,265

3

Camden

5

5,680

24.2%

1,377

4

Hammersmith and
Fulham
Wandsworth

20

2,976

21.6%

644

36

3,282

20.4%

671

City of London
Kingston upon
Thames

59

3,411

19.6%

669

65

2,053

19.4%

399

5
6
7

North East

8

Enfield

85

2,687

18.9%

509

9

Hackney

97

3,116

18.7%

584

10

Haringey

99

2,270

18.7%

425

Regional
Rank
F+G%

Local
Authority

National
rank F+G

Total
properties

Percentage
of properties
rated F+G

Properties
F+G

1

Hartlepool

25

985

21.3%

210

2

Darlington

53

1,414

19.9%

281

3

Redcar and
Cleveland
Newcastle upon
Tyne

61

1,067

19.6%

209

81

3,801

19.0%

723

4

North West
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5

Northumberland

103

3,793

18.6%

707

6

North Tyneside

171

2,098

17.3%

364

7

Gateshead

182

2,825

17.1%

482

8

Sunderland

188

3,099

17.0%

527

9

County Durham

216

5,292

16.4%

867

10

South Tyneside

227

1,494

16.1%

241

Regional
Rank
F+G%

Local
Authority

National
rank F+G

Total
properties

Percentage
of properties
rated F+G

Properties
F+G

1

Rossendale

22

622

21.4%

133

2

Eden

24

736

21.3%

157

3

South Lakeland

38

1,702

20.4%

347

4

Carlisle

41

1,312

20.3%

266

5

Barrow-in-Furness

43

707

20.2%

143

6

Wyre

46

969

20.1%

195

7

Ribble Valley

48

648

20.1%

130

8

Lancaster

58

1,504

19.7%

296

9

Copeland

67

696

19.4%

135

10

Fylde

68

816

19.4%

158
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South East

South West

Wales

Regional
Rank
F+G%

Local
Authority

National
rank F+G

Total
properties

Percentage
of properties
rated F+G

Properties
F+G

1

Tunbridge Wells

6

1,679

23.9%

402

2

Tandridge

11

761

22.9%

174

3

Brighton and Hove

13

3,781

22.1%

836

4

West Oxfordshire

16

1,353

21.8%

295

5

Sevenoaks

19

1,344

21.7%

291

6

Chiltern

33

1,050

20.6%

216

7

Thanet

34

1,532

20.6%

315

8

Worthing

63

1,346

19.5%

262

9

Rother

64

1,018

19.4%

198

10

Adur

87

613

18.9%

116

Regional
Rank
F+G%

Local
Authority

National
rank F+G

Total
properties

Percentage
of properties
rated F+G

Properties
F+G

1

Bath and North East 3
Somerset

1,679

25.9%

575

2

Cotswold

4

761

25.3%

324

3

South Hams

17

3,781

21.8%

308

4

Cheltenham

30

1,353

21.2%

400

5

West Somerset

47

1,344

20.1%

86

6

Isles of Scilly

50

1,050

20.0%

9

7

Christchurch

51

1,532

20.0%

137

8

Sedgemoor

55

1,346

19.8%

249

9

South Somerset

57

1,018

19.7%

362

10

Cornwall

82

613

19.0%

1,357

Regional
Rank
F+G%

Local
Authority

National
rank F+G

Total
properties

Percentage
of properties
rated F+G

Properties
F+G

1

Denbighshire

15

1,210

22.0%

266

2

Conwy

21

1,605

21.6%

346

3

Powys

56

1,424

19.8%

282

4

Gwynedd

106

1,722

18.5%

319

5

Ceredigion

124

836

18.3%

153

6

Isle of Anglesey

141

617

18.0%

111

7

Flintshire

153

1,700

17.6%

300

8

Monmouthshire

172

953

17.3%

165

9

Newport

230

1,468

16.0%

235

10

Bridgend

236

1,500

15.9%

239
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West Midlands

Yorkshire and
the Humber

32
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Local Authority

National
rank F+G

Percentage
Total
of properproperties ties rated
F+G

Properties
F+G

1

Shropshire

7

4,115

23.8%

978

2

Warwick

8

2,157

23.5%

507

3

Wyre Forest

10

1,181

23.0%

272

4

Cannock Chase

23

1,382

21.3%

295

5

Sandwell

32

4,015

20.7%

832

6

Nuneaton and Bedworth

39

1,272

20.3%

258

7

Wolverhampton

40

2,707

20.3%

549

8

Malvern Hills

42

860

20.2%

174

9

South
Staffordshire

45

802

20.2%

162

10

Rugby

66

1,268

19.4%

246

Regional
Rank
F+G%

Local Authority

National
rank F+G

Percentage
Total
of properproperties ties rated
F+G

Properties
F+G

1

Harrogate

26

2,188

21.3%

466

2

Ryedale

29

717

21.2%

152

3

Selby

31

880

21.1%

186

4

Craven

37

920

20.4%

188

5

Kirklees

44

4,374

20.2%

884

6

Calderdale

75

2,526

19.1%

483

7

Kingston upon Hull,
City of

93

3,802

18.8%

715

8

East Riding of Yorkshire 98

3,573

18.7%

669

9

Bradford

102

5,132

18.7%

959

10

Richmondshire

122

699

18.3%

128

Regional
Rank
F+G%
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The The Real Estate Challenge 4

There’s plenty of profit to be
found in sustainability
Sarah Cary, Head of Sustainable
Places at British Land

4.1

Flashy energy efficiency projects are an easy sell to
shareholders, but active management can bring some of the
biggest savings, says Sarah Cary of British Land.
Reducing emissions isn’t something that you should work on
because you’re regulated on it. It’s something that is a good
investment full stop: either through helping your customers
by saving their money, or by bringing in new income streams.
The key thing about these measures is that they produce
tangible savings that are very easy to sell to shareholders.
That has been the big mind-set shift over the last few
years for British Land on sustainability, and it goes some
way towards explaining the success we’ve had in reaching
our emissions targets. Seven years ago, we originally set
ourselves a target to reduce carbon emissions and energy
consumption across our portfolio by 20% each by 2015. By
2013, we had done so well that we doubled the 2015 target to
40% – and succeeded!
Looking ahead to 2020, we’ve shifted the way we calculated
our emissions targets to a bespoke index-based methodology
that covers all of our buildings going back to our 2009
portfolio, rather than a like-for-like comparison. This is a much
more subtle mechanism. It takes into account that we have
bought and sold plenty of buildings in that time, allowing them
to be compared properly. Our new target is to reduce our
emissions by 2020 to 45% of the index’s 2009 benchmark.
So how did we achieve those kinds of reductions? We’ve
had success with a lot of the obvious measures, such
as retrofitting meters and refurbishing buildings with the
latest gadgets – our refurbishment of 199 Bishopsgate cut
emissions in the building by 60%. We’ve also looked at quite
geeky engineering upgrades – for example, in some of our

buildings we’ve replaced the boiler with a heat pump off the
chiller, so we use the cooling system to heat the building.
But a lot of it has come through the nitty-gritty measures.
It can be as simple as having alarms that go off to ensure
broken heating systems are fixed the same day, or being
granular in day-to-day building management, through
measures like turning off heating for two-thirds of a floor
when only a third of it is being used.
Looking to how we’ll reach our 2020 targets, we’re focusing
a lot on renewable energy as an income stream – particularly
photovoltaic (PV) solar panels. Our first PV scheme for St
Stephen’s shopping centre in Hull generates 35% of the
centre’s energy and is saving us £30,000 annually, so a very
small part of the British Land dividend is generated by solar
power in Hull. It’s nice to think that sunshine in Hull can turn a
profit, and it raises the possibility that we could do the same
in other parts of the country.
In terms of what happens next to continue to drive change,
it’s important for us to take stock of what has worked. The
MEES, the Energy Saving Opportunities Scheme (ESOS),
and the shift to a simpler tax regime through the climate
change levy are all working. They are having an impact on
property values and driving refurbishments and energy
efficiency investment. They are part of the fabric of property
now, because they aren’t complicated and they are linked to
property values.
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One way of helping to push innovation could be through
medium-term regulation on new buildings, following the
example of MEES. A stringent five-year energy efficiency goal
for new buildings could help drive that new product innovation,
as well as spurring green-tech job creation in the UK.
On the operational side, it’s hard to compare between
buildings based on real energy performance. Having
mandated disclosure on operational energy efficiency for
buildings could go a long way in focusing the minds of
facilities managers on some of the less headline-grabbing
measures they could take to improve energy performance.
While tax credits have worked very well in America, if we
want to incentivise broad-scale retrofitting, the sheer number
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of old buildings we have calls for something larger than
a few tax incentives to replace old boilers. The UK Green
Building Council proposed setting retrofitting as a priority
for a national infrastructure programme. The benefits would
be twofold: it would be a boon for job creation, particularly
outside of the south east, and it would work wonders in
helping us reach our energy goals.
Ultimately, bringing about comprehensive change will need
us to go beyond tinkering: existing UK homes account for a
quarter of our emissions, and non-domestic buildings account
for just over a sixth. We don’t need to rebuild every piece
of real estate, but finding a way to make mass retrofitting
a priority could help places and economies thrive for many
decades to come.
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How can construction make
the aims of Paris happen?
Paul King, Managing Director
of Sustainability and External
Affairs at Lendlease Europe

4.2

Health and wellbeing benefits can be a key hook in encouraging
demand for sustainable construction, says Paul King of Lendlease.
How have things changed
post-Paris?
The Paris Agreement felt different.
Obviously, any treaty is just words and
rhetoric until we see action. But for
once, there was a real sense that the
will is finally there to do something
about climate change.
But Brexit has undeniably thrown
a few minor chords into the mood
music, along with the government’s
decision to merge the Department
of Energy and Climate Change into
a superdepartment. People are
asking what this means for our focus
on tackling climate change. David
Cameron’s government committed to
the Fifth Carbon Budget post-Brexit,
but will these commitments still be
prioritised under the premiership of
Theresa May? With this uncertainty,
plenty of businesses may well decide it
is safer to wait and see.
But the underlying issues aren’t going
away. Now, when we risk losing the
momentum from the Paris Agreement,
is the exact time the real estate sector
should press on. With the stringent
expectations that have come out of
Paris, we need to get away from a

rear-view mirror approach of all merely
doing a bit better than we did before.
When we’re working on long-term
projects, we must make sure that when
we hand over the keys, we’re handing
over a place that’s fit for the long-term.

“A key way we’re
achieving that is by
building with cross
laminated timber (CLT),
which is a structural
alternative to steel and
concrete.“

How can construction
companies step
up to the plate?
One of our big development projects
at the moment is Elephant Park, part of
the regeneration of Elephant & Castle.
We’re building over 3,000 new homes
there, and it’s one of just 19 projects
worldwide certified by the C40 Cities
Leadership Group as a climate-positive
development, which we’re looking to
achieve at Elephant Park by 2020.
A key way we’re achieving that is by
building with cross laminated timber
(CLT), which is a structural alternative
to steel and concrete. One of the
advantages of CLT is that it is carbon
negative, even after manufacturing. But
as well as that it has plenty of other
advantages: it’s lightweight, which
makes it very easy to work with. CLT
buildings have far better air retention,
which cuts down a lot on heating
costs. And importantly, it’s made from
renewable softwoods.
We’re also building a combined heat
and power plant (CHP) at Elephant
Park, which will provide heating and
hot water to all of the buildings on the
site, as well as an additional 1,000
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homes outside of the development. We
also have a contract with E:ON for a
biomethane injection scheme, which
will offset the energy used and make
the scheme net zero-carbon emitting.
We see the CHP, which plugs into the
surrounding area, as an example of how
developers can go beyond retrofitting
to serve the wider community. We are
not yet at a stage where integrating
and joining up energy demand can be
easily done. The Institute for Public
Policy Research (IPPR) recently
published a Global Green City report
which suggested setting up an “Energy
for London” organisation similar to
Transport for London, which would
give the Greater London Authority
the power and oversight to integrate
energy provision and join up networks.
Something like that could go a long
way to making more initiatives like
that possible.

Do these energy saving
initiatives cost more?
They don’t cost a great deal more
than you would expect. Many of the
measures we incorporate – waterless
urinals, non-toxic paint, low-flush toilets
– have been around long enough that
there are big economies of scale, and
the lifecycle costs are often far superior
to the conventional alternatives.
For new things like CLT, obviously
piloting and trialling a new approach
does incur upfront costs. You need
to be more certain about your design
from the outset, as CLT panels don’t
retain their structural integrity and
airtightness if the design isn’t spot
on. But once you’ve learned those
lessons, it shouldn’t necessarily cost
more. You can then see savings from
how much quicker it is to assemble
on site compared with steel and
concrete. Workers enjoy using it as
well – it’s quieter, cleaner, safer, and
easier to install.
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Will tenants pay a
sustainability premium?

easier way to catch the attention of a
board and its shareholders.

The question looks at it the wrong
way round. It is less that people are
willing to pay a “green premium”, than
they’re more likely to want a “brown
discount” for buildings without the
features. High profile business tenants
expect a new prime building in London
to have a high BREEAM (Building
Research Establishment Environmental
Assessment Method) rating and have
very green features. You’re more likely
to be penalised for not having it, than
have the client say they will pay more
for the features.

Greater sustainability literacy for
laypeople, tenants and clients is
absolutely needed too. So an industrywide agreement to have liquid crystal
display (LCD) screens on the front of
every building showing real-time energy
use would be more than welcome. But I
think we have to look to the example of
energy labelling on white goods to see
how something like that would be likely
to drive sustainability efforts.

For public sector tenants, sustainability
isn’t something they’re necessarily
willing to pay a premium for, even with
the longer leases they tend to take
out. When push comes to shove, a
consideration of what constitutes best
value can often come down to best
price. From a construction perspective,
it will always be easier to drive a client’s
sustainability aspirations when that
comes at little or no extra cost. There’s
going to be less traction – even if you
can point to several significant benefits
– if you have to attach a price tag to the
features you’re building in.

How can we motivate tenants
and clients to see the value in
sustainability?
One thing we have found that drives
tenants is the health and wellbeing
benefits associated with sustainably
developed buildings. The World Green
Building Council published a Health,
Wellbeing and Productivity in Offices
report that showed the benefits of
green building for productivity. Staff
costs typically make up 90% of a
business’s operating costs, while
energy costs typically make up about
1%. Drawing attention to how green
building can make that 90% they spend
more productive will always be an

Would we be likely to get many people
who switched from one shopping
centre to another because of their
energy efficiency? Probably not. But
just as fridge manufacturers didn’t
want to see their products negatively
labelled alongside their competitors, so
too is a CEO likely to cringe at having a
poor energy rating on the front of their
building – and resolve to retrofit that
building and bring it up to standard.
Never underestimate the power of
leveraging professional pride and
competitive spirit in helping to secure
the change we need.
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4.3

It’s easy enough to have
housebuilders incorporate
climate resilience into homes –
if we decide it’s a priority
Andrew Teacher, Managing Director
at Blackstock Consulting.

An end to “tickbox environmentalism” in planning and proper
incentives for green developments are vital if we want
housebuilders to keep climate resilience in mind, says Andrew
Teacher of Blackstock Consulting.
Motivating residential developers to embed climate resilience
into their developments will be a key challenge for both the
property industry and government going forward.
Plenty of residential developers don’t receive pressure from
investors to incorporate green features and climate risk
defences into their homes, especially when compared with
commercial real estate developers. There is one glaring
reason for that: a lack of support from the mortgage industry.
There are some difficulties that explain that lack of support.
Unless there is tested technology being used in homes and
an accurate estimate of how much energy a family will reliably
use, it is tough to gauge exactly how much will be saved on
bills in the long run. Similarly, it isn’t easy to judge the worth of
a home’s flood defences. For an idea why, you’d probably find
as many weathermen happy to predict where the floods will
be next year as you would lenders comfortable adding more
to a mortgage’s value to cover defences against them. Unless
they are certain of the worth of climate resilience features,
lenders probably won’t be willing to bite.
But green mortgages will need to become standard if climate
risk is going to be operationalised for residential developers.
Currently valuations are based more on how much a twobedroom flat around the corner costs. Until lenders stump
up the difference and up-value green homes, it is unlikely
purchasers or tenants will be persuaded that there is more
value in energy efficient homes.

This isn’t much of an issue for the growing build-to-rent
sector, which is in a perfect position to take the lead on
energy performance in buildings. The bottom line limits the
financial sense of housebuilders spending a lot on greening
homes for sale. Someone is unlikely to pay a premium
compared with a home around the corner; once a home is
sold the builder sees no return from its energy efficiency.
But the long-term involvement of a Private Rented Sector
(PRS) operator focuses the revenue model on net operating
income. Homes built to rent are incentivised to deliver energy
efficiency and use less energy in a way homes for sale aren’t.
To incentivise greening homes for sale, the government
needs to ensure any new initiatives need to be simple,
understandable and appealing. The recently scrapped Green
Deal scheme, which offered people loans to pay for doubleglazing and insulation upgrades, was an idea with potential
but was executed horribly. Take-up was so bad it cost
taxpayers £17,000 for every loan arranged, because it was
so complicated. If you have people in the industry who don’t
understand how these initiatives work, the average person on
the street won’t stand a chance.
One idea would be to change the requirements of developers.
The zero-carbon homes target is gone, but new buildings aren’t
likely to be the problem. What we have yet to see is something
which tackles the problem of the millions of old buildings across
the country which leak heat – no doubt produced inefficiently –
and are in desperate need of retrofitting.
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On a micro-level, we need to be encouraging developers
to provide green benefits for surrounding homes, perhaps
through Section 106 provisions. These could include insulating
people’s homes, or offering to plug them into energy efficient
heating systems being developed for new schemes.
But to even explore those avenues, we first need to
recognise that the planning system is in dire need of reform.
Currently, the system treats sustainability as far too much of
a box-ticking exercise and doesn’t put a great deal of trust
in developers. The consequence is that “eco-bling” which
satisfies planning applications predominates, but the eventual
schemes aren’t especially green. Developers could suggest
delivering zero-carbon homes by heating all homes with
electric bought from zero-carbon sources. Often they will get
a ‘by-the-book’ counter-suggestion, such as building a CHP –
even if it’s powered by polluting North Sea oil and gas. There
are hundreds of different ways developers can embed energy

efficiency, and we need a more flexible planning system that
caters for that.
The system needs to reward developers who demonstrate
that they have really thought about and delivered energy
efficient design. Currently developers are expected to pay the
Community Infrastructure Levy, deliver affordable homes, and
deliver low carbon homes. These are all good things – but
tough to all deliver at once.
So for a way of helping all three come to fruition, and
rewarding developers that take sustainability seriously, we
could look at how one of those aims could help the other. The
point of CIL was to help fund priority projects in a given area.
So, do we truly consider sustainable homes a priority? If so,
we may have an answer on how to encourage housebuilders
on climate resilience.

“Plenty of residential developers don’t receive
pressure from investors to incorporate green features
and climate risk defences into their homes.”
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Ask not what we can do for
the Paris Agreement – ask
what we must do
Caroline Hill, Head of Sustainability
at Land Securities

4.4

The Paris Agreement engaged Land Securities to sign up to
Science Based Target Initiatives (SBTIs) for emissions reduction;
the next step is engaging shoppers, says Caroline Hill of
Land Securities
The Paris Agreement has had a huge impact on Land Securities.
It was historic; the first time we had a truly global agreement. We
got the chance to go and speak at the conference, and I used
that as a hook to engage people in the business on why climate
change was relevant to us.
It has led to a profound shift in our outlook. Before, it was a case
of “what can we do?” Now the question is “what must we do?”
to stay within the 2 degree temperature increase limit agreed
at Paris. From that, it led to a complete step change in our
sustainability targets.
Our previous target was a 15% reduction in energy consumption
from the five highest consuming buildings in our portfolio. Our
new target is a different order of scale. Land Securities is the
first company in Britain – and the first commercial property
company in the world – to sign up to the SBTI for carbon
reduction: a commitment to reduce the amount of carbon
required from our business to limit global warming to 2 degrees.
What this means is that we have set a target to reduce carbon
intensity and energy intensity across our portfolio by 40% each
by 2030. In turn, this sets us on a path to do what is needed
from us to meet the 80% reduction in carbon emissions needed
across all property by 2050.
Big targets called for big action. So we also committed to
providing 100% renewable electricity to our buildings – an aim
we achieved in April this year with our agreement with
Smartest Energy.
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In terms of implementing the measures that can meet those
kinds of targets, the exciting steps forward will always catch
the attention. Looking ahead, we’re actively focusing on how
we can refurbish the lighting and engineering for our older
stock with some of the new technology. You’ve got things like
“li-fi”, where the light also provides the wi-fi, as well as lighting
incorporating cameras and tracking footfall. Another feature
we’re looking at is new technology from Oxford Photovoltaics,
which has developed solar panels that are embedded in
a building’s glass façade. We get a lot of questions about
the hydrogen fuel cell at the ‘Walkie Talkie’ building on 20
Fenchurch Street, which uses space-age technology similar
to that developed for the Apollo space shuttle mission. It
reduces the emissions from the building by about 7%.
That is no small feat, but actually, the big opportunities for
emissions and energy reduction are the boring, managerial
ones. We did a lot of work with our facilities managers NG
Bailey in doing things like adjusting boiler points by a degree,
installing lighting sensors, and collaborating with tenants to
make sure that we weren’t doing ridiculous things like heating
and lighting a whole floor for one worker on a Saturday.
It is thanks to measures like these that we were able to see
a 21% reduction in the amount of energy consumed in our
biggest consuming building, 80-100 Victoria Street, and a
reduction of a quarter in our second highest consuming
building at Thomas More Square. At Bluewater, using “passive
ventilation” – in short, keeping the windows open overnight
to cool the mall before trading – helped us to reduce energy
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consumption by 14% and save £77,000 in energy bills each year.
The Bluewater measure is relevant, as the tenants were
satisfied in the sense their energy bills went down, and we
saw a record 11 point rise in customers saying they were
“highly satisfied” with their experience as a result. But
despite that, one of the big challenges that we’ve seen is
engaging retail tenants and shoppers in the importance of
sustainability. It’s not something they’re sold on as much as
office tenants. The big question is how we change that.
At the Walkie Talkie, we’re looking at using the LCD screens
in the lobby to display the building’s energy data. There’s
no doubt that that’s the right approach; the challenge there
is doing it in a way that engages the customer. Our initial
research found the tried and tested “equivalent to X cars
taken off the road” approach is seen as a little patronising
these days. I used to work at PwC, which has a good
approach of showing not only energy consumption, but also
how much energy is generated by the CHPs in their buildings.
For retail, we’re looking at a new firm called PaveGen, which
makes floor tiles that generate energy from being walked on.
Using a monitor that talks about how much energy shoppers
generate from those tiles could offer a novel way of engaging
them in the conversation around sustainability.
But beyond consumer awareness, there are plenty of other
key drivers for improving building performance. From an
accountancy point of view, sustainability will eventually
have to be a line on the balance sheet. The Natural Capital
Coalition has recently produced a new protocol on natural

capital accounting, which could be the beginning of a
framework on what that would mean. We are already seeing
the sustainability credentials of a building being factored
into its value during sale, or poor energy performance for
a building becoming a price bargaining tool in acquisition
negotiations. By putting a spotlight on these considerations,
integrated reporting could be a powerful driver for asset
owners to start greening their buildings.
Another key way of motivating that change could come
through strengthening MEES. Currently the minimum
standard has to be an E by 2018. If we saw forward
momentum enacted in MEES – having the minimum standard
ratchet up to a D by, say, 2020 – it could give the regulations
real potential. In one stroke it would provide the impetus for
the old building stock that accounts for the bulk of the UK’s
commercial building emissions to get the investment it needs.
Currently a lot of that investment is unjustifiable.
Of course, that’s fairly easy for us to say at Land Securities.
The profit margins on aging stock for small investors can be
difficult, to say the least. But there is no doubt that something
needs to be done to have these assets refurbished in a
consentable way. Improvements in technology and falling
costs will doubtless play their part. But post-Paris, there is
one thing that is sure: the age of asking what we can do is
over. Regardless of whether the impetus comes from above
or below, our actions need to reflect what we must do.

“It is increasingly possible to translate climate risk
across to a firm’s bottom line: the challenge will be
winning the hearts and minds of firms to do so.”
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Science based targets

4.5

What do Science Based Targets
and the 2 degree target mean for
each sector?

is expected to grow by two-thirds by 2050,
reaching 63bn m2. This would be a carbon
intensity decrease of 55%.

The Science Based Targets initiative was created
to guide businesses on what they need to do to
limit global temperature increases to less than 2
degrees Celsius.

Emissions reductions in this sector are expected
to come from increased insulation, more energy
efficient appliances, and an increase in renewable
energy usage, as well as extensive retrofitting of
existing building stock.

One of the ways it does this is through the
Sectoral Decarbonisation Approach, which
allocates the global ‘carbon budget’ for a 2
degree scenario to different sectors, accounting
for inherent differences in sectors – for example,
how easily a sector can mitigate its emissions,
and how fast an economic sector can grow
relative to economic and population growth.
Companies receive reduction targets based on
their relative contribution to total sector activity,
and carbon intensity targets relative to the
sector’s carbon intensity in the base year.

Commercial buildings
Commercial buildings were responsible for 870
Mt of CO2 globally in 2010 and will be required
to reduce emissions to 645 Mt by 2050. Total
space in the sector was 38bn m2 in 2010 and
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Other industry, including
construction
Other industrial sectors not given a specific
Sectoral Decarbonisation Approach were
responsible for 2,140 Mt of global emissions in
2010, and will be required to reduce emission to
645 Mt by 2050. With activity growth modelled
at 3.3% annually, this would be an 87% carbon
intensity decrease for the sector.
Given the wide variety of sectors covered there is
no one single approach prescribed for emissions
reductions, but more efficient motor systems
and decarbonised electricity are expected to
play a large part. There are also a lot of SMEs
in these sectors, which generally have more
emissions reduction potential than large energy
intensive companies.
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Tech has worked wonders
for energy management
Phil Birch, Sustainable
Development Manager at the
John Lewis Partnership

4.6

Advances in building control systems mean retailers are well
placed to understand and communicate their energy usage, says
Phil Birch of the John Lewis Partnership
To what extent have you taken
a pro-active approach on
green regulations?
At the John Lewis Partnership, our
new stores are highly energy efficient,
typically going beyond building
regulations. We have the most certified
BREEAM buildings of any retailer and
a continued commitment to minimising
our impact on the environment. This is
embedded within our constitution. We
introduced a Sustainable Construction
Manual in 2007, replaced by a
Responsible Development Framework
(RDF) in 2010, to ensure we deliver
environmental responsibility across our
built environment work.
In 2015 we updated our RDF to reflect
emerging trends and further embed
it within our design and construction
processes. Projects (new build and
refurbishment) are subjected to new
and improved processes as part of
our revisions.
We do this because it is the right thing
to do and also because energy and
environment risk are significant to our
business. In our estate we have farms,

manufacturing facilities, department
stores and food stores with freezers
on all day. As the bill-payer there is an
obvious immediate benefit in being more
energy efficient due to the reduction in
running costs this can offer.

What ways have you gone
about that?
We have focused intently on reducing
energy consumption and the
procurement of clean energy. We have
a national contract in place, and all
of our energy within our contractual
control is from a renewable source. Our
energy isn’t entirely decentralised in the
true sense of each store being powered
by private wire, but because the energy
sources are diversified this goes some
way in improving energy security.
Because of the focus on bottom line
savings, we are investing to improve
the energy efficiency in our existing
estate through established measures
such as improved lighting and more
efficient services. As mentioned earlier,
our new stores are highly energy
efficient. Our John Lewis store above
Birmingham New Street station has a

range of energy efficient features such
as: best-in-class Phillips LED lighting,
heating from a local energy-efficient
heat pump system, air de-stratification
fans throughout to utilise waste heat
and close-controlled water-cooler
and HFC air conditioning. It also
uses air displacement ventilation – a
requirement for all of our new building
space.
Improvements in technological
capability have helped bring rewards.
We’ve invested in energy management
software and a good level of submetering across our estate. Monitoring
capabilities and building control
systems have improved to a point
where engineers can pick out an
individual chiller cabinet in a branch at
any moment to see if it’s performing as
it should. And they’re all linked to alarm
systems that flag immediately if they
break down or underperform so they
can be addressed right away.
Our target is to have a 65% reduction
in our carbon intensity on 2010 levels
by 2020. We’ve already managed at
57% reduction in our carbon intensity,
and a 17% reduction in our energy
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consumption since 2010, which reflects
the role improved energy efficiency and
energy management can have.

Could we see this real-time
data used for Display Energy
Certificates (DECs) on the front
of all buildings, which could
then help shift behaviour?
It’s important that we remember that
buildings are only one part of the story
of an organisation’s environmental
footprint. Nonetheless, I think there
is value in encouraging the need
for the reporting of actual energy
consumption. This is where DECs
can be more valuable than energy
performance certificates – they tell you
what you’re actually using, not what the
building was designed to use. However,
for DECs to be as useful as possible
there needs to be agreement regarding
matters such as benchmark metrics
and carbon calculation methodologies
per sector (for example refrigeration
density can have a significant bearing
when comparing supermarkets’
performance).
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There are informed building
professionals (be it agents, investors,
developers, occupiers, etc.) that would
potentially change their approach
on the basis of things like declared
DECs, but there will always be other
factors also influencing purchasing
and development decisions and/
or how energy is consumed. There
are examples of organisations using
voluntary DECs to good effect. This is
especially so for large portfolio owners
because they can then compare energy
usage across a whole estate, enabling
them to identify why similar building
types might be using more or less
energy and do something about it. It can
also help incentivise the sale or lease of
more energy efficient built assets.

Moving on to other climate
risk, like flood risk, how do you
go about quantifying that on
your accounts? Will we reach
a point where these risks
have to translate across to an
account’s bottom line?

Flood risk is less of a concern for our
newer buildings as more recent, diligent
planning requirements would reduce the
likelihood of building in an area at risk of
flooding (and/or increase the mitigation
and alleviation measures required). Our
older properties at locations where the
risk of flooding may have increased
over time are likely to require more
attention. Albeit, for all properties there
can be a risk of flash flooding - where
drainage systems may struggle to cope
with intense downpours. To address
this we ensure our maintenance regime
is effective (e.g. keeping gutters and
drains clear) and that we have response
procedures in place.
To understand the implications of
flood risk we’ve mapped our properties
across the UK to understand the level
of flood risk at each location. Alongside
this we register any historic flood events
to enable a RAG rating to be assigned.
The RAG rating of the property is
then considered against its strategic
relevance i.e. what would be the
implications of losing the site to a flood?
This process then helps determine

what mitigation measures and disaster
recovery procedures are required hence
how much investment is necessary.
We are seeing that insurers are asking
for more information in relation to
what mitigation measures are in place.
This trend is likely to continue as flood
risk increases. It may be that insurers
eventually won’t be comfortable
providing policies where assets are at
major risk and/or they price in the cost
of this increased risk in their premiums
– which in turn hits the bottom line.

You alluded to it then, but
it also applies to greening
buildings: what can be done
to encourage retrofitting for
older buildings?
Guidance on resource efficient
refurbishment is useful to help identify
the opportunities available and how
to apply them. Also, guidance can
be useful in highlighting some of the
practical implications of retrofit, such
as where unintended consequences
might occur (and how to overcome

these). For example replacing part of a
branch’s lighting might suddenly mean
the rest of the branch looks below
par as a result, or customers and staff
might feel that the new lighting is too
bright and may take time to adjust to it.
Communicating these occurrences can
help keep in mind some of the knockon effects of retrofitting (and ensure
they’re anticipated and addressed).
Understanding and communicating
energy performance can improve
the focus on the impact of inefficient
buildings and what solutions should
be applied. In 2015 we shifted from
an absolute Location Based target
to a Market Based carbon intensity
target normalised by sales. This was
to incorporate the changes to the
Greenhouse Gas reporting protocol
and to ensure that our target would
drive the right behaviour both in
procurement and in consumption. We
also released external consumption
targets in energy for the first time to
really demonstrate this commitment.
This reporting is subject to intense
internal and external auditing and

scrutiny from senior management.
Therefore, we need to have a clear
and established process for how we
measure and report consumption.
Having this process enables us to
benchmark consumption across our
estate which can highlight those assets
under or over-performing and allow us
to identify and verify the reasons why.
Recognising which of our assets are
performing poorest (and the effect of
energy efficiency upgrades) informs
future upgrade strategies and the
prioritisation of investment.
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International view: what does
active management mean?
Andrew McAllan, Managing
Director of Oxford Properties
Group and Chairman of the
Canadian Green Building Council

4.7

What gets measured gets managed. This is why mandatory
reporting of energy consumption is a game changer, says
Andrew McAllan, Managing Director of Oxford Properties Group
and Chairman of the Canadian Green Building Council.
How does sustainability factor into your
company culture?
As the real estate arm of OMERS, one of Canada’s largest
pension funds, Oxford Properties manages a portfolio of over
58m sq ft of office towers, shopping centres, hotels, multiresidential and industrial properties: more than C$44bn worth
of assets all in all.
As a business focused on delivering on the pension promise
to 461,000 plan members, we have to be driven by what
will secure their income for the long term. And that means
focusing on sustainability. You cannot separate sustainability
from economics or business – what’s vital for the planet’s
future is good business. Sustainability is very much part
of the culture at Oxford and it drives how we engage with
employees, customers and our industry peers.

Why is it good business?
It makes sense for three reasons. First, our customers
appreciate the reduced utility costs of smart, green buildings.
Secondly, employers are increasingly finding that in the
battle for talent, millennials factor in a business’s approach
to sustainability and wellbeing when choosing jobs. Fifteen
years ago, we would never see a HR group involved in
negotiating leases with major occupiers. But with the proven
benefits to personal wellbeing of having the right work
environment, employee engagement is a key competitive
edge for these organisations. Smart, green buildings help
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attract top talent. And from our perspective, it means
occupiers are more willing to negotiate longer leases – which
is ideal for everyone.

What has been achieved in recent years?
Per square foot, we have reduced energy usage across our
portfolio by 26% since 2010. This in turn, has cut our portfolio
emissions by a third across the same amount of time. Water
consumption across our office portfolio has been cut by over
20% in the last six years. All in all, thanks to the work we
began in 2010, we are now delivering C$10m in annual energy
savings to our customers.

What was the key to achieving this?
Ultimately, the best sustainability strategies are built on a
foundation of good data. What gets measured gets managed.
We invested in the energy metering infrastructure of our
buildings as a top priority. Once we had detailed real time
measurements of utility consumption, we could use that
information to set predictive targets. We don’t wait until the
end of a quarter to report to a property what their electric
consumption is: they see real time data on their consumption
and on any deviations. We have it down to the level where we
can give our properties predictive targets on what we think
they should consume in the next 24 hours.

The The Real Estate Challenge 4

Once you have information at that granular level, you’d be
amazed at the savings it drives – for example, our Royal
Bank Plaza building in Toronto has achieved a 27% reduction
in water use and a 30% reduction in energy consumption
through retrofit and active management measures. As a result,
the tenants have saved C$2.24m over a four year period.
You would also be amazed at the breadth of things that
real time information allows you to do. We’ve engaged over
60,000 of our customers across our portfolio through green
team meetings and events and they have helped us reach
these targets. Running competitions to get people to turn
their computer monitors off may sound old hat, but it’s much
easier to engage people in those sorts of things if you can
demonstrate the savings in real time. Just consider how
much energy could be saved across the world if every central
business district turned all its monitors off when not in use.

Have some areas proven more difficult to change?
It has become much easier to engage office tenants in
sustainability measures as the demand is there for them from
employees. The retail environment, with its unwavering focus
on customer comfort, has proven more challenging. That
said we have still achieved a 10% reduction in retail energy
use per square foot since 2010, largely driven by our efforts
investing in more energy efficient equipment and practices.

Do you think regulation could drive that
change better?
What I would like to see goes back to our central view
that what gets measured, gets managed. What we need is
something that deals with the central problem we’re facing
now in terms of everyone doing their part. Most of what

you would call ‘Tier 1’ companies – those with the greatest
capital reserves and profits – are by and large already taking
the necessary action on making their buildings greener and
making more efficient use of energy. It’s that next level down,
the ‘Tier 2’ companies that need engaging and support.
On how we solve that problem, mandatory reporting of
energy consumption is something that the Canadian Green
Building Council has been supportive of for a while now.
There are ways of bringing those measures in without making
them onerous for smaller businesses. Take existing green
building programs such as the leadership in energy and
environmental design (LEED), for example. Once you have
that compulsory recording in place, smaller businesses then
see the easy efficiencies they can make on their utility costs.
Combined with something like carbon pricing to add impetus
to the need to invest more efficient installations, that is how
we can effect the change we need.

GRESB Award
For the fourth year in a row, Oxford Properties has received
the No. 1 ranking in the Global Real Estate Sustainability
Benchmark (GRESB) in the North America, Diversified
Office/Retail category and was ranked in the top 5% of all
GRESB respondents for 2016. For the fifth year in a row
Oxford also received a Green Star designation for being in
the top 20% worldwide.
Oxford achieved a 5% reduction in energy costs across
its global portfolio in 2014-2015. Oxford encourage its
employees to find savings and reduce consumption
and engages with customers, employees, partners and
communities on sustainability, the company says.
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Conclusion 5

Translating
sustainability into risk
Willis Towers Watson

COP22. SASB.CDP. GRESB. VaR.
PML. It’s an alphabet soup out there
in the world of sustainability and risk.
We speak about similar things but
in different languages. In the end,
however, it’s all about risk. We wouldn’t
be talking about carbon emissions if
they didn’t magnify physical risks. We
wouldn’t be talking about the transition
to a low carbon economy if we had
the solutions and business plans
to turn things around immediately.
Sustainability and risk professionals
need to bridge their language and
recognise the tool kits that each bring
to the table.
Most sustainability reporting does
not address the physical impacts of
climate change in a meaningful way.
Questions are typically about how
extreme weather impacts could affect
business. Likewise, most risk managers
understand how insurance markets
work in sophisticated ways, while
business continuity management plans
are designed to deal with infrequent
and temporary disruptions. Is an asset
in a flood plain or not? This question of
exposure ignores the vulnerability of
the asset in question.

Of course climate change is an
accelerator of the most extreme risk.
Few people understand the likelihood
and financial impact of current risk,
let alone future risk. This is where
risk managers have data that can
be translated into useful metrics for
the CFO and empower sustainability
colleagues to leverage this data to build
better climate strategies that address
resilience. By taking geospatial data
on asset locations, insured values of
the assets, and engineering data on
construction types, the catastrophe risk
models that the insurance industry has
used for over twenty years to price risk
can translate this data into probable
financial losses. A sustainability lens
can offer scenarios on how climate
change could shift these probabilities:
quite important when dealing with
assets that have long life spans.
Just as modelling risk to project
potential losses has remained a
niche within the insurance industry,
measurement and disclosure of carbon
emissions has remained a relative
niche within the world of sustainability.
Yet by using stress tests based on
the same concept that inform risk
modelling, we can take the raw data
from sustainability reports and carbon

5.1
reporting initiatives and translate
them into meaningful financial data.
Of course these are based on carbon
pricing scenarios and the potential
impact on demand for particular fuels
or materials. Nonetheless, they offer
useful insights for corporate planning
and help investors better assess the
potential value of an asset.
Bridging the language gaps and
toolkits between sustainability, risk,
and finance can create synergies and
new opportunities. It doesn’t mean
that existing initiatives necessarily
disappear, as there will always be
levels of detail that interest particular
stakeholders. It does mean that using
stress-tests as a way of bridging data
and techniques can help decision
makers and investors focus on
what matters most: materiality. It is
materiality that is driving the Financial
Stability Board to look into climate
related financial disclosures. Real
estate is a unique asset class that is
physical and typically exists across a
time frame that climate change can
impact. Understanding the exposure
and drivers of risk, and the data needed
to assess these risks, is the key to
materiality and better decision-making.
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The last word
Jon Lovell & Miles Keeping –
co-founders of Hillbreak

No one claims that the real estate
industry is on track to deliver the
level of emissions reduction needed
to ensure that it plays its full part
in achieving the goals of the Paris
Agreement. On the contrary, the
consensus is that there’s an enormous
gap to plug. But as this collection
of viewpoints and case studies
demonstrates, the Agreement has had
a major galvanising effect across the
real estate value chain.
From insurance to debt provision,
equity investment to house-building,
and from asset ownership to
commercial development, there are
very clear signals that the tanker
is turning. Critically, occupiers
also appear to be becoming more
demanding and discerning about the
space they occupy.
We’ve been advising real estate
clients for many years on the risks of
climate change, the implications of
related policy and regulation, and the
commercial upsides available to those
who future-proof their businesses and
assets. Getting genuine traction was
generally a hard slog, with most clientled conversations focused on how to
be compliant with the policy of the
day at the lowest possible cost. We
sometimes dealt with organisations
seeking to establish targets and
programmes for carbon reduction but
these were generally conservative;
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a thin veneer on an otherwise
‘business-as-usual’ approach. It was
all a bit depressing.
That was until the back-end of
2015. Since then, the narrative has
transformed beyond recognition.
Attitudes have changed. Businesses
and investors are now thinking and
acting much more boldly. Take PGGM,
the Dutch pension fund manager,
as one example: it has committed to
reducing the carbon footprint of its
investment portfolio by half by 2020.
That’s a massive move and it embodies
the groundswell of public opinion and
demand which gave 195 governments
the confidence to strike the landmark
deal and, just as importantly, to ratify it
in quick order.
There are several emerging trends
which are worthy of note:


The starkest is that of the divestment
movement, which continues to
gather pace; as a result, carbonintensive property assets are at risk
of becoming stranded in investment
terms, whilst the asset class overall
could benefit from the shift in capital
away from fossil fuel industries.


The pursuit of science-based targets
for carbon reduction by a growing
number of businesses, including
real estate companies and fund
managers such as Land Securities
and TH Real Estate, signifies a

longer-term, more robust and
more aggressive approach to
cutting emissions.


Addressing the carbon embodied in
the development process remains
perhaps the most intractable
problem, but companies such as
British Land are engaging far beyond
their organisational boundaries in a
concerted effort to unlock innovation.


Across these themes and more, the
move towards greater transparency
in both private client and public
reporting serves only to tighten the
screws on those who have hitherto
been reluctant to engage.
Market exemplars such as those
featured in this report are worthy of
celebration, not only for their direct
impacts, but also because of the effect
they have in dragging demand in a
new and better direction. But let us
not get carried away with delusions
that the market has corrected itself, or
been forced to by a watertight policy
framework. The commercial real estate
sector, the private rented sector and
the house-building industry all have
tails; they are as long as they are dirty.
The need for comprehensive and
effective policy instruments remains
critical. On this score, the UK has
lagged from its former position of
international leadership. At a time when
geopolitical uncertainty is spooking
markets and undermining confidence,
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in no case more acutely than with the
question of Brexit, the need for clarity
where it can be provided is paramount.
In this respect, we would urge the UK
government to re-engage with the
real estate industry, in all its guises, to
aid the effective implementation and
evolution of climate and energy policy.
Ratification of the Paris Agreement and
commitment to the fifth Carbon Budget

are both positive and welcomed, but
the devil really is in the detail.
If nothing else, this paper demonstrates
that leading businesses across the
spectrum of real estate interests are
serious about their role in delivering
a low-carbon and climate resilient
built environment. Government would
do well to take confidence from this

and to usher in a new era of smart
and effective policy which further
encourages those who are responding
to the realities of the post-Paris era,
whilst obligating those whose business
models remain out-dated to make the
leaps needed of them.
Time is running short and the ground to
be made up remains vast.
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